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The talk is based on a joint paper with Ping He:Revuz measure under time hange, Si China A, vol 51, no 3(2008),321-328



Bakground� Douglas integral:D: unite disk on R2, f : C1-funtion on �D12 ZD jrHf(x)j2 dx= 12 Z�D��Dnd (f(�)� f(�))24�(1� os(� � �))d�d�;where Hf denotes the harmoni funtion on the planar unit disk Dwith boundary value f , or H is Poisson kernel.Douglas, J.(1931). Solution of the problem of Plateau, Trans.Amer. Math. So., 33, 263-321



� left= the Dirihlet integral of Hf , whih is the trae of Dirihletform of BM B = (Bt) on �D.Trae? Roughly speaking, the Dirihlet form of time hange.�: a loal time of BM on �D (� inreases as long as BM hits �D)� = (�t): the right ontinuous inverse of �.Xt = B(�t), time hange, whih is a symmetri Markov proess on�D. Its Dirihlet form is the trae.� right= an energy integral of f on �D of pure jump with jumpkernel 14�(1� os(� � �)):



To re-state the Douglas integral formula,(1) trae of D on �D is a pure jump form with the kernel as above.(2) the jump kernel of time hange of BM is the kernel on the right.

� Task in this talk.To �nd the jump measure of time hange of a Markov proess in amore general framework.� Approah: Probabilisti potential theory related to Markov pro-esses.semigroup, resolvent, exessive measure, energy funtional, Revuzmeasure, L�evy system, exit system, ......



Historial Remark1930, J. Douglas, TAMS: Brownnian motion on disk1962, J.L. Doob, Ann Inst Fourier: Brownian motion on a domain1964, M. Fukushima, Nagoya J Math: Brownian motion, Naimkernel=Feller kernel1975, Y. LeJan: Dirihlet forms, purely analyti2004, Fukushima, He, Ying, Annals of Probability: For symmetridi�usions, time hanged jump measure = Feller measure,2006, Chen, Fukushima, Ying, Annals of Probability: For symmet-ri Markov proesses, time hanged jump measure= Feller measure+ original jump measure



Additive funtionalsAdditive funtionals are de�ned through shift operator �t.A= (At : t � 0): an adapted right ontinuous real proess(1) positive: At � 0,(2) At+s = As+AtÆ�s a.s. for any t; s � 0.PCAF: a ontinuous additive funtional.Example: At = t, oupation time, loal time, ...... are all PCAF's.



Time hange
X = (
;F ;Ft; Xt; �t;Px)a right Markov proess on the state spae (E;E ) with transitionsemigroup (Pt), emetery point � and life time �.A= (At): positive ontinuous additive funtional of X;�t := inffs > 0 : As > tg; right ontinuous inverse;RA := infft > 0 : At > 0g; �rst inreasing time;F := fx : Px(RA = 0) = 1g; �ne support of A, denoted by supp(A)T := infft > 0 : Xt 2 Fg = RA;~Xt := X(�t): a Markov proess on F , time hange of X indued byA.



� Potential operator of X: the mean time of X staying in a setUf(x) := Ex Z 10 f(Xt)dt:potential operator along A,UAf(x) := Ex Z 10 f(Xt)dAt = Z 1T f(Xt)dAt:

� potential operator of ~X~Uf(x) := Ex Z 10 f( ~Xt)dt:Lemma UA = PF ~U, where PF is the balayage kernel on F ,PF(x;A) := Px(XT 2 A; T <1):� h is exessive for X ) hjF is exessive for ~X.� h is exessive for ~X ) PFh is exessive for X.



Revuz measure� Given m 2 Ex(X). For any H: PCAF�mH(f) :=" limt#0 1t Em Z t0 f(Xt)dHt;Revuz measure of H relative to m.Revuz orrespondene: H 7! �mH .(Getoor: If a measure � does not harge semi-polar sets, then thereexists a unique PCAF H suh that �mH = �.)For one-domensional BM, only empty sets are semipolar. Henethere exists a PCAF Lx = (Lxt ) suh that �mL = Æx for any real x. Lxis alled the loal time at x.� ~m := �mA . Then ~m 2 Ex( ~X).



Energy funtionalsThe energy funtional of X, de�ned on S(X)� Ex(X),L(m;h) := limt#0 1t hm;h� Pthi;due to P.A. Meyer.Roughly speaking L(m;h) = Z �G(h) dm;where G is the in�nitesimal generator of X in some sense. Thisleads to the energy integral in lassial situation.Theorem (Meyer) �mH(f) = L(m;UHf). (when m is dissipative)Theorem L(m;PFh) = ~L(~m;h) for h 2 S( ~X).



� Invariane of Revuz measureA PCAF H is arried by F if supp(H) � F .If H is arried by F , then t 7! H(�t) is ontinuous and hene H� =(H(�t)) is a PCAF of ~X, denoted simply by ~H. Naturally �mH = ~� ~m~Hdenotes the Revuz of ~H relative to ~m omputed in ~X.Combining two theorems above we would have Invariane of RevuzmeasureTheorem If H is arried by F , then�mH = ~� ~m~H :Note that the left side is independent of A.



L�evy system(Ikeda, Watanabe)

(N;H): To haraterize the jumps of X, there exist a kernel Nand a PCAF H, suh that for any f � 0 on E � E vanishing ondiagonal, the dual preditable projetion of the inreasing proesst 7! Ps�t f(Xs�; Xs) is Z t0 Nf(Xs)dHs:where Nf := RE N(�; dy)f(�; y)dy:In the ase of L�evy proesses, let Ht = t and N(x; dy) = J(dy � x),where J is the L�evy measure. Then (N;H) is the L�evy system.



L�evy system is not unique. However the jump measure de�nedbelow, whih ombines N and H together, is unique as m is given.Jump measure
For m 2 Ex(X), de�ne the jump measure of X relative to m byJmX (f) = limt!0 1t EmXs�t f(Xs�; Xs);whih is a �-�nite measure on E � End.Using L�evy system, we haveJmX (dx; dy) = �mH �N(x; dy):



Exit systemA beautiful but muh more ompliated notion, originated from K.It^o's exursion theory, then ontributed by Getoor, Sharpe, Motoo,Maisonneuve......L�evy system may be viewed as a speial ase of Exit system.Exit system desribes exursions away from a homogeneous set.M : the losure of ft � 0 : Xt 2 Fg (or a homogeneous set);Tt := T Æ�t+ t;G := ft > 0 : Tt > Tt� = tg, left end-points of exursion intervals;Reall It^o's exursion theory, the exursion proess of 1-dim BMaway from zero is a Poisson point proess whose intensity measureis a �-�nite measure on 
.



An exit system is a pair (^P; L) of a kernel ^P from (
;F0) to (E;E )and a positive (not neessarily ontinuous) additive funtional L ofX suh that Ex Xs2GZs � fÆ�s = Ex Z 10 Zs^PXs(f)dLs; (1)for x 2 E, any positive random variable f on 
, and any positiveoptional proess Z = (Zs).The existene is due to Maisonneuve.� Assumption. L is ontinuous and arried by F .� when does it hold?(1) F is losed and �nely perfet;(2) X is in weak duality and Hunt hypothesis H: semipolar is m-polar.



How to �nd a L�evy system for time hange proess ~X?Set ~N(x;dy) := 1F (x)N(x;dy)1F (y), Kt := 1F (Xt)dHt and U(x; dy) :=^Px(XT 2 dy) for x 2 F; y 2 F�. Sine both K and L are CAF's ar-ried by F , they are �-ontinuous. Hene ~K := K� and ~L := L� arePCAF's of ~X.
Theorem L�evy system of ~X,ExXs�t f( ~Xs�; ~Xs) = Ex Z t0 ~Nf( ~Xs)d ~Ks+ Ex Z t0 Uf( ~Xt)d~Ls:

This means the L�evy system of ~X onsist of two parts, one fromthe original L�evy system and the other from exit system of F .



� It is now easy to ompute J ~m~X , the jump measure of ~X relative to~m.Theorem J ~m~X = 1F�F � JmX + U , where U is the Feller measure ofX on F , de�ned byU(dx; dy) = �mL (dx) � U(x;dy)1F (y):

The �rst part omes from the jump of X and the seond part fromexursions of X away from F .



Thank You


